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Abstract— It is observed that all of the current steganographic algorithms rely heavily on the conventional encryption systems
which do not serve well in the context of image steganography. Advanced encryption standard (AES) is one of the most powerful
techniques of cryptography which can be used as an integral part of steganographic system for better confidentiality and security.
In this paper we propose a reversible image steganographic embedding algorithm consisting of three parts. First, we use the selfsynchronization variable codes, viz., T-codes for encoding/compressing the original text message. Next, the encoded binary string
is encrypted using an improved AES method. The encrypted message is then embedded in the high frequency bands obtained
from the cover image by applying the 1-level decomposition of Double Density Dual Tree Discrete Wavelet Transform (DD DT
DWT). This algorithm provides three layer of security- one layer at each level of compression, encryption and embedding,
respectively. Thus, there is no chance that the intruder may detect the original message after couple of attacks. The algorithm is
compared with the corresponding algorithm based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and found to be better in terms of
imperceptibility, robustness and embedding capacity.
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I.

also adds another security as the receiver will require an
encoding key to encode the secret message after extracting it
from stego-image.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a vast research for the number of years to find
a robust, secure and high capacity steganographic technique.
One of the solutions suggested by the researchers is the
integration of cryptography with steganography. Due to the
recent fast progress in mobile technology and cloud
computing, a large digital data exchange is taking place
between handset systems and cloud servers. It is now
convenient for people to transmit mass data in the form of text,
images, audio and video through Internet. However, there is
always a threat from the hackers of stealing the valuable
information. The organizations such as banking, commerce,
diplomacy and medicine, private communications are
essential. Thus, it has increased the need of large data storage
centers and their security.
We further note the need of storing large amounts of data and
due to the bandwidth and storage limitations it is must that the
data is compressed before transmission and storage. Usually,
Huffman codes have been applied for data compressed.
However there has been a search of finding self synchronizing
variable length codes since 1970. One of the best self
synchcronization variable length codes which can replace
Huffman codes are T-codes [22-23].We have applied these
codes for data compression in the proposed algorithm. This

Steganography, the science of secret communication, has
received much attention from the scientific community
recently. Conferences dedicated to steganography have
become more popular and its presence in high impact journals
has also increased. The main goal of steganography include
hiding information in undetectable way both perceptually and
statistically. The security is also important issue to prevent
extraction of hidden information by any third party.
Robustness is another issue on which scholars have different
views. According to Cox [3], steganography as a process that
should not consider robustness as it is then difficult to
differentiate from watermarking. Katzenbeisser [7], on the
other hand, has mentioned that robustness is a practical
requirement for a steganography system. It is also rational to
create an undetectable steganography algorithm that is capable
of resisting common image processing manipulations that
might occur by accident and not necessarily via an attack.
There are number of applications where steganography has
proved to be a useful process. For example, it can assist in
transmitting electronic patient records across distances to
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hospitals and countries through the Internet without worrying
about security breaches on the network, such as
eavesdroppers’ interception. In medical profession and law
enforcement fields, it is not only the hiding and recovery of
message required perfectly but also the recovery of original
image is important for the examination. Further, suppose one
wants to email an executable program file to a friend.
Normally one will not be able to send executable files through
email. Through this technique you can send such files.

experimental results have demonstrated better imperceptibility
than the DWT based scheme.

However, steganography can protect data by hiding it in a
cover object but using it alone may not guarantee total
protection. Thus, the use of encryption in steganography can
lead to ‘security in depth’. To protect the confidential data
from unauthorized access, an advanced encryption standard
(AES) has been suggested by the researchers [1, 26]. We
apply a modified AES technique and a key stream (A(5/1),
W7) given by Zeghid et al. [26] in our proposed algorithm for
this purpose.

In the next section II we give a summary of double density
dual tree discrete wavelet transforms (DD DT DWT), review
the features of AES, and formula of reversible thresholding
algorithm. In section III we give our proposed algorithm, and
in section IV, we analyse the experimental results obtained
using Matlab 7.4.

The general embedding process is defined in a way that a
cover and the corresponding stego-object are perceptually
similar.

A. DD DT DWT
Though the DWT is a powerful tool, it does have three
disadvantages, viz.,shift sensitivity, poor directionality and
absence of phase information. To overcome this, several
different methods suggested [10, 15-17]. Two of these
methods are Complex Steerable pyramid and the dual tree
wavelet transform. The Complex steerable pyramid is
approximately shiftable , directional and provides useful phase
information, but has high transform redundancy and lacks
perfect reconstruction. The dual tree wavelet transform
(DTWT), created by Kingsbury [10], is a redundant, complex
wavelet transform with excellent directionality, reduced shift
sensitivity and exp[licit phase information. The DTWT not
only overcomes the above three disadvantages of DWT, it is
perfectly reconstructing and has a small fixed amount of
redundancy. The DTWT can discriminate between opposing
diagonals with six different sub-bands oriented at 15o , 75o ,
45o , -15o , -75o , and -45o . This also allows for a better
representation of vertical and horizontal features.
Hussain and Salman [5] have observed that for the same
compression ratio the compressed image using the 2D DTCWT is more smoothing and have lower RMS error compared
with other methods based wavelet techniques and DCT
technique.
The double-density dual-tree DWT, which is an overcomplete
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) designed to simultaneously
possess the properties of the double-density DWT [16] and the
dual-tree complex DWT [17].The double-density DWT is
based on a single scaling function and two distinct wavelets,
where the two wavelets are designed to be offset from one
another by one half—the integer translates of one wavelet fall
midway between the integer translates of the other wavelet.
On the other hand, the development of the dual-tree DWT was
motivated by the special properties of complex wavelet
transforms.
After the 1-level decomposition, 2-D DT-CWT has four
decomposition – each has LL, LH, HL and HH components in

This paper has investigated a novel approach to image
steganography which provided enhancements to the current
available steganography algorithms. The focus is not just on
the embedding strategy, as is the trend in recent research, but
is also on the pre-processing stages such as payload encryption
and embedding capacity.

II.

Figure 1: Embedding process

The extraction process is usually a reverse process of
embedding.

Figure 2: Extraction process

It has been observed that embedding information in the
frequency/transform domain of a signal can be much more
robust than embedding in the spatial domain. Transform
domain methods hide information in insignificant areas of the
cover objects which makes them more robust to attacks, such
as compression and communication channel noise, remaining
imperceptible to the human sensory system. Moreover, the
reason of choosing the image steganography is that images are
the most popular cover objects for steganography. There exists
many different image file formats, most of them for specific
applications. Many transform domain methods are
independent to image format and may survive conversion
between lossless and lossy formats. Morover, the images
provide high degree of redundancy in their representation.
Kumar and Muttoo [19] have proposed a novel
distortionless data hiding technique based on a Waveletlike transform, viz., Slantlet transform. Their
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it and 2-d DD DT DWT has 4 decomposition – each has LL,
LH1 , LH2 , H1L, H1H1, H1H2, H2L, H2H1, H2H2 in it.

transformations Inv-Bytesub, the Inv-Shiftrows, the
InvMixcolumns, and the Addroundkey allow the form of the
key schedules to be identical for encryption and
decryption.The decryption process is the reverse of the
encryption process.
AES ensures a high security for ciphered image. But the
security of the scheme is based on the complexity of AES and
the image properties. With AES same data is ciphered to the
same value; which is the main security weakness of that mode
and the image scheme encryption. Hence, A new encryption
scheme has been proposed by M. Zeghid et al. [25] is show in
fig. 3.

The DT-CWT though introduces limited redundancy ( 4:1 for
2-d signals) and allows the transform to provide approximate
shift invariance and directionally selective filters while
preserving the usual properties of perfect reconstruction and
efficient order-n computation, places restrictions upon the
embedding algorithm [21]. So, we decided to use DD DT
DWT developed by Selsenick [16].

Figure 5: A modified AES algorithm

This algorithm inculcates as an extension to the AES algorthm
- a key stream generator. The key stream generator has two
different forms: (i) A5/1 key stream generator and (ii) W7 key
stream generator.
Figure 3: Iterated filterbank for the double-density dual-tree DWT.

III.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Our proposed steganographic algorithm is shown in fig. 6.
B. AES
The basic encryption and decryption techniques of AES are
shown in figure below.

Figure 6: The principal model of proposed Image-steganography

Figure 4: Encryption and Decryption process: AES algorithm

The steps involved in the proposed algorithm may be
stated as follows:

The encryption procedure consists of several steps. After an
initial addroundkey, a round function is applied to the data
block (consisting of bytesub, shiftrows, mixcolumns and
addroundkey transformation, respectively). It is performed
iteratively (Nr=10,12,14 times) depending on the key length.
The decryption structure has exactly the same sequence of
transformations as the one in the encryption structure. The

At the Sender’s end
1. First the original message is encoded using best T-codes.
2. Modified AES encryption algorithm [26] is applied on the
compressed data.
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3. The cover image is transformed using DD DT DWT .
4. The encrypted code is then embedded in the high frequency
bands using reversible thresholding method [25].
5. The stego image is transmitted through the channel.

steganograpic method based on Wavelet. We have tested
number of images such as standard images and medical
images. We have used two metrics PSNR and SSIM for
measuring the stego-image quality.

At the Receiver’s end

Table I shows the test results for these methods using only
Huffman codes as encoder, Table II shows test results using
only T-codes as encoder, Table III shows the results using
Huffman codes and improved AES encryption, and Table IV
shows the results using T-codes and modified AES encryption.
We have shown the results for the four images (see fig. 7),
I1:Cameraman.tif, I2: Lena.jpg, I3: Nature.jpg, and I4:
Scenery.jpg.

1. The hidden encrypted codes are extracted from the received
stego image.
2. Improved AES decryption algorithm[] is applied on the
extracted codes to obtain the actual encoded T-codes.
3. T-decoding is applied to obtain the original message
4. The original image is constructed by applying reversible
thresholding method.

Table I. PSNR values based on Wavelet and DD DT DWT
using Huffman encoding
(secret message = 5000 bits)

C. Thresholding Algorithm
Threshold embedding method for the lossless data hiding is
given by Xuan et al. [25]. We predefine a threshold value. To
embed data into a high frequency coefficient of sub-band HH,
LH or HL, the absolute value of the coefficient is compared
with T. If the absolute value is less than the threshold, the
coefficient is doubles and message bit is added to the LSB. No
message bit is embedded otherwise; however, the coefficients
are modified as follows:

x’ =

2*x + b

if |x| < T

x+T

if x ≥ T

where T is the threshold value, b is the message bit, x is the
high frequency coefficient and x’ is the corresponding
modified frequency coefficients.
To recover the original image, each high frequency coefficient
can be restored to its original value by applying the following
formula:

x=

x ‘- T
x’ + T-1

IV.

WLT+HU
FF

I1
I2
I3
I4

19.921678
18.203956
17.292666
17.453638

WLT+HU
FF
(adding
Gaussian)
19.921678
18.203956
17.292666
17.453638

DDDT+
HUFF

40.687392
40.123817
50.479282
37.276831

DDDT+
HUFF
(adding
Gaussian)
40.589223
40.583823
48.986364
38.268783

Table II. PSNR values based on Wavelet and DD DT DWT
using T-code encoding
(secret message = 5000 bits)

x – (T-1) if x ≤ -T

x’ / b

IMAGE

IMAGE

WLT +
TCODE

I1
I2
I3
I4

19.276835
16.892371
15.368473
14.086282

WLT +
TCODE
(adding
Gaussian)
18.739734
16.798323
18.578029
9.738723

DDDT+
TCODE

39.792321
37.898924
48.868234
39.192321

DDDT+
TCODE
(adding
Gaussian)
39.854537
37.872873
47.682376
37.867824

Table III. PSNR values based on Wavelet and DD DT DWT
using Huffman encoding and AES encryption
( secret message = 5000 bits)

IMAGE

WLT
+HUFF
+AES

I1
I2
I3
I4

19.922627
18.188314
17.292913
17.454110

if -2T < x’ < 2T
if x’ ≥ 2 T
if x’ ≤ -2T +1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have compared the performance of the proposed
steganographic method based on DD DT DWT using T-codes
as endcoder, improved AES as encryption and reversible
thresholding technique as embedding with the corresponding
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WLT
+HUFF
+AES
(adding
Gaussian)
19.922627
18.188314
17.292913
17.454110

DDDT
+HUFF
+AES

40.478902
41.165721
50.548792
40.027812

DDDT
+HUFF
+AES
(adding
Gaussian)
40.487912
46.575330
49.478912
40.109042
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Table IV. PSNR values based on Wavelet and DD DT DWT
using T-codes encoding and AES encryption
( secret message = 5000 bits)

I1
I2
I3
I4

WLT+TC
ODE
+AES

18.739734
16.798323
18.578029
9.738723

WLT
+TCODE
+AES
(adding
Gaussian)
19.276835
16.892371
15.368473
14.086282

DDDT+TC
ODE
+AES

39.676462
37.689309
46.578229
37.078896

DDDT+T
CODE
+AES
(adding
Gaussian)
39.798961
38.854126
47.867634
39.212389
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Figure9: Effect of Gaussian noise: PSNR vs msgsize of DD DT DWT+Huff
(green), DD DT DWT+tcode (sky blue), DD DT DWT+Huff +aes (blue), and
DD DT DWT +tcode+aes (red) for image I1
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Figure 7: Cover images I1, I2, I3 and I4
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The figures 8 and 9 shows the values of PSNR with increase in the
embedding capacity and bits per pixels (bpp) rate of the above said
methods.
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Figure10: Comparison between SSIM and BPP of DD DT DWT+Huff
(green), DD DT DWT+tcode(sky blue), DD DT DWT+Huff +aes(blue), and
DD DT DWT+tcode+aes (red) for image I1
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Figure8: Comparison between PSNR and embedded message of
DD DT DWT+Huff (green), DD DT DLT+T-code (sky blue),
DD DT DWT+Huff +aes (blue), and DD DT DWT+tcode+aes
(red) for image I1
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Figure11: Effect of Gaussian noise: SSIM vs BPP of DD DT DWT+Huff
(green), DD DT DWT+tcode(sky blue), WLT+Huff + aes(blue), and DD DT
DWT+tcode+aes (red) for image I1
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5000
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msgsize
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0.93
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Figure13: Effect of Gaussian noise: PSNR vs msgsize of
WLT+Huff (green), WLT+tcode (sky blue), WLT+Huff
+aes (blue), and WLT+tcode+aes (red) for image I1

0.96

0.965

0.97

0.975

The DD DT DWT is a better option than DWT for
the steganography system as it provides not only
better imperceptibility in terms of PSNR and SSIM,
but also provides more embedding capacity .
From the above tables it can be seen that DD DT
DWT along with Huffman compression technique
and AES encryption method has slightly better PSNR
values than DD DT DWT along with T-codes and
AES method, but the later has better SSIM values
(=1) than the earlier method (see figures 10 and 14).
From figures 9 and 13, it can be observed that DD
DT DWT based steganographic method is robust to
Gaussian effect (same results have been observed for
salt and pepper).
From the fig. 16, it can be seen that the original
image is recovered almost 100% from the stegoimage, proving the validity of our proposed
algorithm.
CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented
1. a new variable length codes, viz., T-codes for the
compression of embedding message.
2. An improved AES for the encryption of the encoded
message
3. DD DT DWT in place of DWT as they provide better
perceptibility and high capacity
4. The reversible thresholding technique [25] so that one
can recover the original image from the stego-image.

4500
4000
3500
msgsize

0.95
0.955
ssim

V.

5000

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
0.93

0.945

We observe the following from the above tables and graphs:

5000

19.5

0.94

Figure15: Effect of Gaussian noise: SSIM vs msgsize of
WLT+Huff (green), WLT+tcode(sky blue), WLT+Huff
+aes(blue), and WLT+tcode+aes (red) for image I1

22.5

Figure12: Comparison between PSNR and embedded message of
WLT+Huff (green), WLT+tcode (sky blue), WLT+Huff
+aes (blue), and WLT+tcode+aes (red) for image I1

1000
19

0.935

0.935

0.94

0.945

0.95
0.955
ssim

0.96

0.965

0.97

The T-codes are self-synchronizing codes shown to be better
than Huffman codes in the decoding process. They also
provide a layer of security in the system as one needs
encoding key to encode the secret message obtained from the
extraction process.

0.975

Figure14: Comparison between SSIM and embedded message of
WLT+Huff (green), WLT+tcode(sky blue), WLT+Huff
+aes(blue), and WLT+tcode+aes (red) for image I1

AES algorithm is a very secure technique for cryptography
and the techniques which use frequency domain are
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considered highly secured for system for the combination of
steganography.
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